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Mastering Type: The Essential Guide to Typography for Print and Web DesignHow to Books, 2012

	Good Design, Down to the Letter


	Packages on store shelves, posters on building walls, pages of a website—all contain information that needs to be communicated. And at the heart of that communication is type: visually interesting, interactive, expressive and captivating. Each letter must come alive; therefore, each letter...
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Introduction to Computer ScienceCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	A computer program is a set of statements that is used to create an output, such as a screen

	display, a printed report, a set of data records, or a calculated set of numbers.





	Most programs involve statements that are executed in sequence.





	A program is written using the statements of a programming language....
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Famous First Bubbles: The Fundamentals of Early ManiasMIT Press, 2000
The jargon of economics and finance contains numerous colorful terms for  market-asset prices at odds with any reasonable economic explanation.  Examples include "bubble," "tulipmania," "chain letter," "Ponzi scheme,"  "panic," "crash," "herding," and "irrational...
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Getting a Social Media Job For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your no-nonsense guide to getting a job in social media


	Looking to snag a social media position? This fun and practical guide shows you how to stand out from the competition and land your dream job in social media. Inside, you'll find expert and easy-to-follow guidance on where you should look for a job in social media,...
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Ethernet: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000
The "Ethernet"--as distinct from the Internet, intranet, sneakernet, and others in the net family--is both a familiar face and a familiar name. However, it evokes the mental experience of the school crossing guard whose ownership of a corner of your mindscape is so context-sensitive that a change in venue renders the name or face...
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The Complete Guide to Buying a BusinessNolo, 2007

	The clear-cut information and forms you need to buy a business!

	

	If you're ready to acquire a business, make sure you protect your interests and get the best deal possible with The Complete Guide to Buying a Business. It shows you how to:

	
		ind the right business
	
		analyze the seller's...
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Cover Letter Magic, 2nd EditionJIST Works, 2004
This new second edition includes more than 150 winning cover letters for every profession and situation. Readers get great tips from before and after transformations that turn boring letters into knockouts. Plus, there are tips on resumes, e-mail and scannable cover letters, thank-you letters, and dozens of sample opening paragraphs. Also provides...
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Business Writing for Results : How to Create a Sense of Urgency and Increase Response to All of Your Business CommunicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Malcolm Forbes once said, “A good business letter can get you a job interview, get you off the hook, or get you money. It’s totally asinine to blow your chances of getting whatever you want with a business letter that turns people off instead of turning them on.”

Here’s the bottom line: If you can’t produce...
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The IT Career Builder's ToolkitCisco Press, 2004
Your complete guide to building your information technology career in any economy

The IT Career Builder's Toolkit features market-focused skills and proven methods you can use to jump-start and advance your career. While other books cover just the mechanics of preparing...
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The Essays of Warren Buffett: Lessons for Corporate America, Third EditionCarolina Academic Press, 2013

	The original edition of The Essays of Warren Buffett: Lessons for Corporate America was the

	centerpiece of a symposium held two decades ago at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law under the

	auspices of its Samuel and Ronnie Heyman Center on Corporate Governance. This gathering brought

	hundreds of Cardozo students together for a...
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The Joy of SOXJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"We choose to do [these] things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills."
    —President John F. Kennedy, 1962
    President Kennedy was speaking of going to the moon—a goal only slightly more ambitious, in the view...
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The Unfinished Game: Pascal, Fermat, and the Seventeenth-Century Letter that Made the World ModernBasic Books, 2008
PublishersWeekly.com

 “This informative book is a lively, quick read for anyone who wonders about the science of predicting what’s next and how deeply it affects our lives.” 

 New Scientist
 “This breezy book shows why probability theory, though...
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